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Disley and Newtown, Cheshire 

o Disley and Newtown is a semi-rural community with a

population of approximately 4300 (ONS, 2011).

o Situated in the north of Cheshire East; borders parts of

Greater Manchester to the north and Derbyshire to the

west.

o The main A6 road runs through the centre of the village.

Since April 2014, more than 1000 local communities have begun

producing neighbourhood plans. Disley and Newtown is one such

community in the early stages of this process.



What is ‘Neighbourhood Planning’?

• Introduced under the Localism Act 2011.

• Affords communities greater power to
shape development and growth in their

local area, specifying where
development can/cannot take place. 1

• The scope of a neighbourhood plan is
varied; sometimes comprehensive,
sometimes covering one or two issues.

• Once approved, neighbourhood plans
become statutory documents that must
be used by the Local Authority to inform
the outcome of a given planning
application.

• Benefits of neighbourhood planning
commonly include enhanced
partnership working, and the inclusion
of distinctly local voices in planning
policy. 2
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Aims and Objectives

The aim of the project is to assist the
community in deciding the context of
the neighbourhood plan.

The project compiles an evidence base
on key issues in Disley and Newtown.

The primary objective is to identify what
the village is like now, the opportunities
and constraints the village faces, and to
recommend areas where policy
intervention might be most effective.

At the request of the client this study of
Disley and Newtown is explored on a
thematic basis as follows:

(1) Landscape

(2) Design and Character

(3) Village Centre

(4) Housing

(5) Transport
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Methodology
The methods detailed below are designed to underpin data collection, analysis and interpretation.

Method Rationale

Secondarydata
(ONS/census/ data already collected by LA and
Parish Council where applicable)

Useful for more robust analysis of baseline conditions, 
but also in recommending interventions. Will support 
primary data well.

Visual surveys
(photography, asset/amenity mapping, etc.)

Instrumental in examining many of the identified themes. 
Will support quantitative data but also constitute a data 
source itself. Of particular relevance to landscape and 
design.

Questionnaire surveys Practical and insightful.

Public consultation (where appropriate and
agreed with client)

Qualitative data will account for how the village is 
viewed by those that live there3. Invaluable source of 
data that will balance quantitative evidence base. One 
consultation event with ~25+ locals so far attended.
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Summarising current policy frameworks

NPPF (2012): emphasises competitive economies, vibrant communities and sustainability. 4

Local Plan for Cheshire East is under review. Expected to include policies and allocations 
regarding 5 year housing supply, employment land, and protection of open space.

Macclesfield Borough Local Plan (2004) is used currently and specifically emphasises controlled 
development to match local need. 5

Disley Parish Plan, 2011:
Emphasis on distinctly local issues of community, environment, transport, and children. 6

Disley Village Strategy 2012-2030:
Sustainable, vibrant visitor economy; ‘Gateway to Peak District’.
Priorities include enhancing village appearance, improving community facilities and encouraging 

SME through connectivity and infrastructure (p. 22). 7

National

Regional

Local
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Landscape

Total land cover for the parish is 8,699.78m², 

80% is green space (ONS, 2011)

Land cover in Disley and surroundings

(Basemap: Edina Digimap, 2015)

legend
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Open space
The quality of public open spaces should be improved.

Open space in Disley (Cheshire East Council, 2012)
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Renovation of elevation of architectures along A6 (Jacksons Edge Road - Greenshall Lane) (Basemap: Edina Digimap).

Elevation

Typical architectures alongA6

selective renovation of architectural elevation, considering an unique 

style for Disley which is approved by local authority and residents.
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Landscape



Design and Character



Strengths

• Attractive, conformed and distinctive 

village centre showing historical 

character and original identity,

• Attractive and appropriately sized street 

scape in the areas

Weaknesses

•lack continuity

• A loss of natural and historical character

• Untidy

• The Meadow area untidy

Opportunities

• Create a village that in conformity 

attractive a

and identity,

• Promote lli as the gat1ew<1v the 

peak

• Increase the appeal of Disle?£ n:n·i<:h

village as a place to live, and visit,

Threats

• lack a 5 year housing la supply

• the



RECOMMENDATION DC1:
statement for development

Agree a design
RECOMMENDATION DC2:

Re-emphasise conservation 
decluttering

status:

o Urgent need to develop an agreed design

statement for Disley to which new development

must conform.

o Improving continuity in design is key.

o Improved maintenance and management

of the village centre conservation area to

negate the effects of clutter.

o Includes shop signage

o Potential to preserve the 

character of the village centre.

historical



Village Centre Assessment



RECOMMENDATION VC1: Examine in detail 
how the village centre is used by visitors.

o Surveying motivations will highlight the

perceived roles and functions in the context of a

wider catchment area.

o Indicate what kinds of development local policy

should look to support.

o May be relevant in establishing the village as a

gateway to the Peak District.

The village centre is not defined by any one use-
value or function.

All respondents indicated a reliance on
neighbouring towns for at least some of their retail 
and service needs.

Disley is part of a wider network of functional 
economies.

FUNCTIONS AND ROLES OF THE CENTRE

Purpose of visit Percentage

Tourism (or other visitor) 28%

Leisure 22%

Retail 33%

Other 17%



RECOMMENDATION VC2: Consider the
balance of retail, service
facilities in the village.

and visitor

o Although satisfaction of village amenities is

generally quite good there may be some

scope for policy to promote a balance of

retailers and services that more broadly

appeal to the whole community.

RETAIL/SERVICE PROVISION

Two-thirds of respondents felt that the variety of
retail and service representation was good or
very good, and only 1 respondent (5.6%)
suggested that the mix of retail/services was poor.
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RECOMMENDATION VC3: Consider
options for improving parking capacity

o Undertaking an assessment of current

parking resources-how, when and by who

they are used?

o Guide a reorganisation parking facilities

(especially at Barlow Meadow) that might

better connect users with the centre.“Even though the village is quite small it does get

very busy.”

“The problem is that there isn’t anywhere to 

park…It’s worse when people are just visiting.”

ACCESSIBILITY
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Housing

HousingAffordability (Land Registry 2009)

Housing in Disley and Newtown
18

Supply and demand pressures in Cheshire East (Cheshire East, 2010).



Water’s Edge

Water’s Edge development (Charles Church, 2015)

Developments like Water ’s Edge are significant in addressing the 

kinds of supply and demand pressures highlighted.
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Transport



Public Transport

oFocus on rail service
o Contextual location
o Usage growth

o Parking space needed



Road Transport

o Commuting assessment
o Hub within inter-urban road network: major 

congestion ‘hotspot’
o Impacts from the SEMMMS new road scheme
o Pollution, noise, and safety issues

o By-pass needed



o Investigate opportunities to 

expand the parking spaces at the 

railway station.

o Relives parking pressures 

elsewhere, but also encourage 

sustainable travel behaviours.

Recommendation T1: Railway
station improvement-parking

There is significant need of a by-

pass to ease the pressure on A6

road through Disley.

Recommendation T3: Road
Improvement-safety

o It is recommended that additional 

traffic lights and zebra crossings 

should be set up on the A6 road 

part through the village to enhance 

safety.

Recommendation T2: Road
Improvement-bypass



Summary

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

Landscape is varied and of good quality, with particular reference to the provision of green belt land.
Assessment presents opportunities for enhancement to relive development pressures and improve land
uses.

DESIGN AND CHARACTER

The village is of attractive design and character, and has good use of soft boundaries to link elements with
the surrounding countryside. There is a lack of 5 year housing supply, and this does present some concerns
about maintaining a consistent building and character style.

VILLAGE CENTRE:

The village offers sufficient offer of retail and service provision. Congestion, parking and village aesthetics
are emerging issues that present the opportunity for renewed focus on local conservation area status;
itself a useful tool in promoting the village as a gateway destination.



HOUSING:

Housing is a significant point of discussion. Affordability and supply/demand pressures
constitute major points for consideration.

TRANSPORT:

The village is well connected, but there are significant concerns about congestion and road
capacity. Exploring options for traffic relief should inform policy. Safety is also considered
important to residents.

Summary, cont.



Recommendations

Identified priorities have been used to inform a set of preliminary recommendations to guide the
development of neighbourhood planning policies in Disley and Newtown, listed per theme as follows:



RECOMMENDATIONH1: Assess options for brownfield site development

RECOMMENDATION H2: Work with Cheshire East to guide wider policies on 5 year
housing supply

Recommendations, cont.



Recommendation T1: Railway station improvement-
parking

Recommendation T2: Road Improvement-bypass

Recommendation T3: Road Improvement-safety

Recommendations, cont.


